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ORTHOGONAL SPLINE COLLOCATION

LAPLACE-MODIFIED AND ALTERNATING-DIRECTION

METHODS FOR PARABOLIC PROBLEMS ON RECTANGLES

BERNARD BIALECKI AND RYAN I. FERNANDES

Abstract. A complete stability and convergence analysis is given for two- and

three-level, piecewise Hermite bicubic orthogonal spline collocation, Laplace-

modified and alternating-direction schemes for the approximate solution of lin-

ear parabolic problems on rectangles. It is shown that the schemes are uncon-

ditionally stable and of optimal-order accuracy in space and time.

1. Introduction

In this paper, we present and analyze several two- and three-level schemes

for the approximate solution of the parabolic problem

^ + Lu = f(x,y,t),      (x,y,t)£Q = Clx(0,T],

(U) u(x,y,0) = gx(x,y),      (x,y)£Ü,

u(x,y, t) = g2(x,y, t),      (x,y, t)£dQx (0, T],

where Q = (0, 1) x (0, 1), dQ denotes the boundary of Q, and the linear

differential operator L is given by

/   .        sdu\    d (   .        ^du\
(ax(x,y,t)-)--(a2(x,y,t)-)EM—±

(1.2) dX

r , sdu     ,  . .du      ,
+ bx(x,y, t)— + b2(x, y, t)— + c(x,y, t)u.

Orthogonal spline collocation with piecewise Hermite bicubics is used for the

spatial discretization. Perturbations of the Euler method and the trapezoidal

rule are employed for the time discretizations to produce Laplace-modified (LM)

and alternating-direction implicit (ADI) schemes. We show that the LM and

ADI schemes are unconditionally stable with respect to the spatial and time

discretization stepsizes and that they are of optimal-order accuracy in the Hx

and discrete maximum norms for the space and time variables, respectively.
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546 BERNARD BIALECKI AND R. I. FERNANDES

Finite element Galerkin LM and ADI methods for solving parabolic problems

in two space variables were analyzed in [ 15, 18]. Mimicking these methods, sev-

eral authors have formulated and implemented some orthogonal spline colloca-

tion LM and ADI schemes and demonstrated experimentally their stability and

convergence properties; see, for example, [1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 22, 23].

However, no theoretical convergence analysis has been given for any of these

schemes. It should be noted that orthogonal spline collocation for parabolic

problems in one space variable was analyzed in [19]; see also [14]. Recently,
in [21] and [20], optimal a priori L2- and //'-error estimates were derived for

ADI collocation methods applied to the inhomogeneous heat and wave equa-

tions, and to separable parabolic and second-order hyperbolic problems. In our

convergence analysis of orthogonal spline collocation for parabolic problems

in two space variables, we follow the approach of [2] for analyzing orthogonal

spline collocation for elliptic problems. This approach is based on using the

piecewise Hermite bicubic interpolant of the exact solution as a comparison

function.

In this paper, we present only theoretical analyses of two-level and three-level

piecewise Hermite bicubic orthogonal spline collocation LM and ADI schemes

for solving linear parabolic problems. In a companion paper [4], we discuss im-

plementations of these schemes and present results of numerical experiments.

It should be pointed out that at each time level, the LM methods require the so-

lution of elliptic orthogonal spline collocation problems corresponding to Pois-

son's equation. Such problems can be solved efficiently by the recently devel-

oped fast Fourier transform direct algorithm of [3]. On the other hand, the ADI
methods involve the solution of independent sets of one-dimensional orthogo-

nal spline collocation two-point boundary value problems. Such problems give

rise to so-called almost block diagonal linear systems that can be solved by the
package COLROW [16, 17].

A brief outline of this paper is as follows. Preliminaries and general stabilty

theorems for two- and three-level schemes in Hubert spaces are given in §2.

Two-level LM Euler and ADI Euler methods and the ADI Crank-Nicolson or-

thogonal spline collocation scheme are analyzed in §3. Three-level LM and ADI

schemes which are the counterparts of the LM and ADI finite element Galerkin

methods of [15, 18] are analyzed in §4.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Partitions, piecewise polynomial spaces, Gauss points. Let  {-X/tlfio  and

{y/l/^o be two partitions of [0, 1] such that

x0 = 0 < x\ < ■ ■ ■ < xNx-x <xNx = X,     y0 = 0 < yx < ■ ■ ■ < yNy-\ < yNy = X.

Let h£ = xk- xk_\ , hj = yi-yi_x, and let

hx = min h£,      hx = max h£,      hy = min hj ,      hy = max hj ,

h = max(hx , hy).
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It is assumed that the collection of the partitions {xk}^0 x {y¡}^0 of Q is

regular, that is, there exist positive constants ox, o2, and (73 such that

- - hx
Oxhx < hx,      oxhy <h o2 < =- < <73.

hy

Throughout the paper, C denotes a generic positive constant which may depend

on o\, o2, and «73.

Let Jfx and JKy be spaces of piecewise Hermite cubics defined by

Jtx = {v£Cx[0, X]:v\lXk_l,Xk]£Pi,k=X,...,Nx},

JÍ, = {v € Cl [0, 1 ] : v |bl_,, yi] € P3, / = 1.Ny},

where P3 denotes the set of polynomials of degree < 3, and let

J% = {v£JKx: v(0) = v(l) = 0},      ^ = {i)6/,: u(0) = v(X) = 0},

JK=JKX®Jfy, JP=J$®JQ.

Let 9X = {^j}kx/i2x, ^y = Kfj}¡j=i be the sets of Gauss points

where ft = (3 - >/3)/6, 6 = (3 + V3)/6, and let

$ = {(¥,t7):cY£$x,t?£$y}.

For m, u defined on %?, let («, v)g> and \\u\y be given by

AT*   Ny 2      2

fc=l /=! 1=1 7=1

and

l"lhr = ("> ")^/2.

The formula defining (•, •)§> is obtained by applying to ¡¡Q(uv)(x, y)dxdy

the composite two-point Gauss quadrature rule with respect to x and y . Since

Lemma 2.3 of [19] implies that each v £ ^#° is uniquely defined by its values

on 3?, Jt° can be regarded as a Hubert space with (•, •)§■ as an inner product.

In the following, Cp'q'r(Q) denotes the set of all functions v(x,y,t) such

that di+j+kv/dx'dyjdtk is continuous on Q for all 0 < i < p, 0 < j < q,

and 0 < k < r. If v £ Cp'q>r(Q), then IMIc,.,,,^ is defined by

\vWcp.i.'toi ~      max max
»C«. (U)       o<i<p 0<j<q   <x,y,t)éQ

0<k<r

di+j+kv ,
:{x,y, t)

dxldyidtk

Also, C([0, T],H'(Ü)) denotes the set of all functions v £ C(Q) = C°>°>°(Q)
such that v(-, t) £ Hl(Q) for t £ [0, T], and

IMIc([0,rj,//'(£i)) = „^j-H"' Ollff'(Q) < oo-
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2.2. Stability result. In this subsection, following the approach of [26, 27], we

state and prove stability results for two-level and three-level schemes in Hubert

spaces.

Let H be a finite-dimensional Hubert space over the field of real numbers.

Let (•, •) and || • || = y/(-, •) denote the inner product and norm in H, respec-

tively. A linear operator A from H into H is said to be selfadjoint, written
as A = A*, if (Av ,w) = (v, Aw) for all v , w £ H. If A is a linear operator
from H into H, then A > 0 means that (Av, v) > 0 for all v £ H. If A
and B are two linear operators from H into H, then A> B (A < B) means

that A - B > 0 ( B - A > 0). In the following, E denotes the identity operator
in H and t is a positive number.

First we present a stability result for the two-level scheme

(2.1) BV"+ ~V" + A^n)vn = wn,        n = 0, X,... ,J-X,
T

where B, A^ are linear operators from H into H and v" , w" £ H.

Theorem 2.1. Let A™ = A{0n) + A[n), A0n) = [A{0n)]*, and let

(2.2) A0n)>e0Ao,

(2.3) ^-^"^i^o,

(2.4) \\A\n)v\\2<e2(AoV,v),      v £ H,

(2.5) B>eiE+T-A(Qn),

where A0 > 0 is a linear operator from H into H, eq , £3 are positive constants,

and ex, e2 are nonnegative constants. If v" , w" e H satisfy (2.1), then

(4V,^o) + f X>"i
t3 n=0

(2.6) max (A0vn , v") <M
0<n<J

where M = eTxex-(-e2+e,£'s^(-CoC^XxJ .

Proof Since v" = (X/2)(vn+x + vn) - (r/2)v¡1, where

(2.7) < =
vn+l

equation (2.1) may be rewritten as

(2.8)
b - ^4n)] < + \An)(v"+] +v") = wn- An)v"

n = 0, X, ... , J - X.

It follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the inequality aß < a2/(2ei) +

e3ß2/2, and (2.4) that

(2.9)   (wn , vn - (A[n)v" , <) < e3 IK||2 + ^-\\w"\\2 + ^(A0vn, v").
ZÊ3 .¿£3
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Taking the inner product of each side of (2.8) with 2xv1 and using (2.9) and

(2.5), we obtain

(2.10) t(4"V+1 + vn), v?) < -IKII2 + -T (A0vn, vn).
e-} Si

Since A0n) = [A0n)]*,  it is easy to verify that

k-i

T^(4W)(V"+1 + Vn),V?)

(2.11) "=°

= (4*-v, »*) - "¿([4n) - 4""1 V.v") - (40)«°> w°)-
B=l

Summing both sides of (2.10) from n = 0 to k - X, where k = X, ... , J, and
using (2.11), (2.3), Aq > 0, and (2.2), we obtain

fc-i fc-i

(4>v* , vk) < eTx(A00)v° ,v°) + — Y \\wn\\2 + £2 + £'£3t VW" , v")
e0e3 ̂  eo£3      £J

for k = 0, ... , /. The bound (2.6) now follows from the discrete Gronwall

inequality [24], which states that if ak, ßk,k = 0, ... , J, are nonnegative

numbers, ßk < ßk+i, and

k-l

otk^ßic + yr^cxn,       k = 0,... , J,

n=0

where y is a positive constant, then

(2.12) an<e^ßn,        n = 0,... , J.   o

Next, we present a stability result for the three-level scheme

(213)        BV"+1 -^"-l  + T2^"+1 - 2«" + «"-'   + A{n)yn = wn t

n = X, ... ,7-1,

where B, R, A^ are linear operators from H into H and v", w" £ H.

Theorem 2.2. Let A^ = A{0n) + A\n), A{0n) = [A0n)]*,   R = R*, and let

(2.14) A0n)>e0A0,

(2.15) exT[A0n~X) - 4R] < A%> - A^ < e.t^"" ,

(2.16) \\A\n)v\\2<e2(A0v,v),        v£H,

(2.17) B>eiE,

(2.18)
l+£4     w
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where Aq > 0 is a linear operator from H into H, e0 > £3 > £4 cire positive

constants and ex, e2 are nonnegative constants. If v" , w" £ H satisfy (2.13),
then

max (A0vn, v") <M
0<n<J

(2.19)

(i)„o  „0
(A0"v",v")+(Rvo,Vo) + (Rvx,Vx)

j-i

+ e-f(Aovx,vx)+^Y,\\w"W2
63 £3 n=l

where M = 4[(1 + e4)/(eo£4)]<?[£,+Í£2(1+£4)}/(£o£3£4)]T/.

Proof Since vn = (X/2)(vn+x +vn~x) - (r/2)(vt1 - v,"-1), where v? is defined

by (2.7), equation (2.13) may be written as

Bv? + T

where

R - -A(n) « - vf~l) + ^A{0n)(vn+X + vn~x) = wn- A\n)v" ,

n= X, ... ,7-1,

u? =
2I        '

Taking the inner product of each side with 2tu? = r(v? +v"   ), we obtain

(2.20)

2t(5w? , v?) + T2 f R - ^A0n)   « - <-'), t7f + <-']

1 <(«)/,,«+! _i_ ,,/t-h    ,,n+l      „,«-1 ("),,"+ ^(A%'(vH+i + v""1), w"+1 - v"'1) = 2t(w" - A\n,v" , v¡).

Since /? = /?* and AQn) = [A0n)]*,  it is easy to verify that

1

(2.21)

and

(2.22)

(r- ^4n)  « - <-'), v» + vf-1)

■( /? - -/t(n)/<     2   ° v,", uf)-([A-ï4,,)]«r1.«,"-1)

(4")(«"+1+w""1)»«"+1 -v"-x)

1

2
- ^(4" V+1 + vn), vn+x + vn) + ^(4V , O

1
i(")f«,n _i_ o,"-^ <(n)„,n-l    „n-b- ¿K" v + v-1), ü" + v"-1) - y(^'«;-', <"').

From (2.20)-(2.22) it follows that, for n = X, ... , 7 - 1,

(2.23)      2t(£v? , vf ) + UKW2 - IHv"-'!!!2 + 2r(wn - A[n)vn , u?),

where for /c = n, n - X,

I
|t;*|||2 = i(A0"\vk+X + Vk) , Vk+X + Vk) + X2

([ä-±4">] «*,«*)
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By means of (2.15) it is easy to see that, for n = 2, ..., 7 - 1

,«-l|||2 =     Vn-l|||2

(2.24)

-i + i(K -4"~ ](«" + v"~l)>v" + vn~l)

<(«-!) _   j(«)l„n-l     „n-U
"llLl-+ j(W"  ' - 4 'K   >v"  ) * 0 + w)\\\v

Also, as in (2.9), we obtain

(2.25) (u;" , »f ) - (4"V, vf) < £3 |Ki2 + ̂ -IKH2 + ;p-(4>v" , V)

Therefore, using (2.24), (2.25) and (2.17) in (2.23), and then summing both
sides of the resulting inequality from n = X to k, where k = X,..., J - X, we

obtain

(2.26)

k-\ k

\vk\\\l < \\\A\\\ + *!*£ UKW?, + j £IKI
n=l 3 n=l

£2T
+ ^^2(AoV,vn).

ß3     R.I

Since 40 = Mo0]* 'il is easy t0 verify that

(2.27)   hkw2 = (4"V+1, wn+1) - t(4")v"+1 .w?)+*2(Rv? >v")-

Also, since AQn>> > 0, it follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the in-

equality aß < ëa2 + ß2/(4e) and (2.18), that

2

t(4V+1 . «,") < £(4")v"+1. v"+1) + 7^(4" V »w/")
(2.28) 4£

< £(4"'^+1, i/n+1) + ¡^77 W > «?)•

From (2.27) and (2.28), it follows that

(2.29) \\\vn\\\2n > (1 -£)(4V+1, v"+x) + t2 1-
1

fi(l+£4)J

Choosing ê = (1 + £4)_1 in (2.29) and using (2.14), we obtain

(Rv?,vf).

(2.30) (AoV+1, vn+x) <
1 +£4|

£0£4

iilll2 « = 1, ... ,7-1.

By arguments similar to those used in (2.27) and (2.28), it follows that

UKW2 = (4V, v°) + t(4V, v°) + r2(Rvf,vf),

and

t(4V , v°) < (A0l)v°, v°) + r2(Rv?, V?) ,

since 4^ - 4/? • Therefore,

(2.31) IlKlH2 < 2[(4V, t/°) + r2(Rv?, v?)].
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Using (2.26), (2.30) and (2.31), we obtain

H KW2. < 2[(4V, v°) + r2(Rvf, vf)] + —(A0vx ,vx) + -Y \\wn\
fi3 £3 n=i

+

ft   ,       \i     k~l£2(l+£4)n

£0^364
ElIKIII2.-T

n=l

Since r2(Rvf,vf) < 2[(Rv°, v°) + (Rvx, vx)], Gronwall's inequality (2.12)

and (2.30) imply that for n = 2, ... , J , (Aovn , v") is bounded by the right-
hand side of (2.19). Inequalities (2.14) and (2.18) show that (A0vn, v") <
M(Rvn ,vn)forn = 0,X, and hence (2.19) follows.   □

3.  TWO-LEVEL SCHEMES

In this section, we present and analyze three two-level piecewise Hermite

bicubic orthogonal spline collocation schemes for the approximate solution of

the parabolic problem (1.1). We divide the interval [0, T] using the partition

{7n}«=o> where t„ = m and t = T/J. Throughout this paper, L" is the

elliptic differential operator defined by the right-hand side of (1.2) with t = tn .

Also, C denotes a generic positive constant that is independent of h and t .

3.1. Laplace-modified Euler method. Assume that with respect to the spatial

variables, (1.1) is discretized by orthogonal spline collocation with piecewise

Hermite bicubics. If a forward finite difference quotient is used for the time

discretization, then the resulting discrete collocation scheme is only condition-
ally stable. Perturbing this scheme, we obtain the LM Euler method, in which

the approximate solution unh£jf, n = X, ... , J, is required to satisfy

(3.1)

un+l — un
(1-TJLA)-*-t+Lnun

t£S?, « = 0, 1,... ,7-1,

where u\ £ Jf and unh\dc\, n = 1, ... ,7, are assumed to be given. The

functions «° and u^ga can be prescribed by approximating the initial and

boundary conditions of ( 1.1 ) by either Hermite or Gauss piecewise bicubic and

cubic interpolations, respectively. For example, with g2(-) = g2(-, tn), in Her-

mite interpolation we require that

d'+Hu0,- g 1)
(3.2) ¿J    * l>(xk,y!) = 0,      i,j = 0, X, 0 < k < Nx , 0<l<Ny,

d'iUl~82\xk,a) = 0,     1 = 0,1,  0<k<Nx, a = 0,1,  n>X,

(3.3) .
d'(un - s")

K hdyiS2>(a,yi) = 0,     1 = 0,1,  0<l<Ny,  a = 0,1,  n>X,
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whereas using Gauss interpolation, we have

(«2-si)(£) = o,    çe&,

(3.4)
("2-*i)(f*,a) = 0,      a = 0,l,    {*G^,
(M0-^)(a,^) = 0,      a = 0,1,    i'e^,

(u°h-gx)(a,ß) = 0,      a,ß = 0,X,

(u"h-g2)(Çx,a) = 0,      a = 0,l,    Í* G 3c,    n>X,
(3.5) (M«-^)(a,^) = 0,      a = 0,l,   ^e^,    n>X,

(unh-g»)(a,ß) = 0,      a,/? = 0,1,    n>X.

For computational purposes, it is more convenient to use Gauss interpolation,

since it does not require the knowledge or evaluation of first partial derivatives

of g\ and g2 . However, in this paper we consider Hermite interpolation, since

the convergence analysis is much simpler for this type of boundary condition

approximation (cf. [2]).

Let « be a sufficiently smooth function defined on Q. For each / e [0, T],

the comparison function u^(-, t) £ Jf is defined as the piecewise Hermite

bicubic interpolant of u(-, t), that is,

(3.6)
di+Hur - ")

(xk,y¡,t) = 0,      ij = 0,1, 0<k<Nx, 0<l<Ny.
dx'dyJ

In the following, we write u" and un%, in place of u(>, tn) and u%>(-, t„),

respectively. For n = 0, ... ,7-1 and Ç £ %?, the truncation error T£(Ç) of

the scheme (3.1) is defined by

(3.7)       7?({) = Tt)  -(1-TM)

«"+' - u"
+ L"(u"-unr) «)•

If w is a solution of (1.1), then [(du/dt)n + L"un](c;) = f{Ç,tn), and hence

T¡¡(£) indicates by how much u%- fails to satisfy (3.1). The following lemma

gives a bound on a discrete norm of the truncation error T¡¡ .

Lemma 3.1. Assume a¡, b¡, i = 1,2, and c are such that ax £ Cl'°'°(Q),

a2 £ C°^>°(Q), andbx ,b2,c£ C(Q). If u £ C([0, T],H5(Q))n C2-0''(ß)n
C0'2'1(Ö)nC0>°'2((2) and du/dt£C([0, r],//3(Q)), then

(3.8)

¿II^IH <c\ r2[\\u\
n=0 I

+ h6

C0.0.2(Q)

du

^+A2(||m"2 C2,0.1(g)  +  llMllC0.2.1(2))J

t)t
+ (1 + À )||w|lc([o,ri,//5(í2))

C([0,r],//'(fi))

Proof. It follows from Lemma 4.2 of [2] and its proof that, for k = 0, 1,2,

\dk(u-u^)\
(3.9)

Therefore,

(3.10)

<Ctf\\u\\HM,        i = 0,k.
dxk-¡dy¡

||L"(m" - u^)\\^ < Ch ||w|lc([o,7-],//5(C2))-
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Taylor's theorem gives

A(un+x-un)(c:) = T^±(Ç,lt>n),      i£$,    t„<l(i„<tn+x,

and hence the triangle inequality and (3.9) imply

\\A(upx - u]r)\\l
( ) - ^"',6||„ii2

<C(h ||M|lc([o,r],//5(i2))+ T tll"llC2,o.i(,

By Taylor's theorem,

o.uni "■  II^Hro.2,imJ-'-lC0.2.l(ß)J

'du\n ,„,     un+x-un,^        xd2um
and hence

(3.12)

(0- {t) = -2jfi(Z>h,n), Z*$,    tn<k,n<tn+l,

fdu\"     Un+X-U

[dtj X
< Ct2!!«!!2«^,,^.

Also, since du^/dt = (du/dt)^ ,

un+l _ un       un+l _ un

(3.13)

X X

1     /•(»+!)*

i /,(,!+1)T a

g

<
i/'

S c*'Il 57ai

Lö7"VaJ.

c([o,r],//3(£i))

(••*) ¿?s

where the last inequality follows from (3.9). Finally, (3.8) is obtained by com-
bining (3.10)-(3.13).   D

We show that if the constant X is sufficiently large, then the scheme (3.1) is

unconditionally stable with respect to the initial condition and the right-hand

side.

Lemma 3.2. Assume ax £ C5>°-°(ß), a2 £ C°'5'°(Q), ¿>, ,b2, c £ C(Q), and

0 < «min <ax(x,y,t), a2(x, y, t) < amax,        (x,y,t)£~Q.

Also assume that a¡,   i = 1, 2, satisfy a Lipschitz condition with respect to t,

that is, there is a constant K > 0 such that for i = 1,2,

(3.14)
\a¡(x,y, tx)-a¡(x,y, t2)\ < K\tx -t2\,

Let v" ,wn £ J?0 be such that

(3.15)

vn+l _ vn
(1 -xXA)--—+Lnv"

(x,y)£Cl,    tx,t2£[0,T].

(« = W(f),

££&,   n = 0,... , 7- 1,
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where

(3.16)

Then

(3.17)

X c. ^max/^.

,n\\2

0<n<J
l//'(G)   -

y-i

amax(-AA^V + T£lKUl
n=0

where M = Cami1ne[C*a+^1+^2+)'' +KXT/amm > ç is a positive constant independent

of ai,   hi,   i'=l,2,   c,   h,   x, and a, ß,■■, i = X, 2,   y are such that

d'ax

dx nC{e)

INIc(ß) < ßi

dla2

dyl
<a,        0</< 5,

C(Q)

¿=1,2, 'C(Ö)<y.

intoProof. Let L%,n = 0,...,J-l, and Ah be the operators from

J?Q defined by

(3.18) (L"hv)(cl) = L"v(cl),      (Ahv)(0=Av(0,      $£$.

It is well known (see, for example, (2.5) of [2]), that -Ah is a positive definite

operator from Jf° into .#°, that is

(3.19) C\\v\\l<(-Ahv,v)z,      v£JT°.

The operator form of (3.15) is given by (2.1), where

A^=L\,      B = E-xXAh.

Employing the approach of the proof of Theorem 4.2 in [2] and using (2.6) of

[25], Lemma 3.2 and (3.2) of [19], and (3.19), we can show that

(3.20)

where ^(n)

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

(Awv , w)s = s/0{n)(v , w) +^(n)(v , w),

/ = 0, 1, are real-valued bilinear forms on J£® x ^f° such that

^n)(v,w)=^n\w,v),

amin(-Ahv , v)¡? < jnf0(n)(v , v) < am¡ÍX(-AhV, v)9,

\s/0{n)(v, v)-sf0{n-x)(v , v)\ < Kx(-Ahv , v)9,

\^n)(v,w)\<CÔ(-Ahv,v)xJ2\\w\y,

where ô in (3.24) is given by

(3.25) S = a + ßx + ß2 + y.

Let 4"^ be the operator from Jfü into JÍ® defined as follows: for v £ ^#°,

let A0n)v be the element in Jt° such that

(3.26) (A0n)v,wh=J*'0{n)(v,w),       w£
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The Riesz theorem guarantees that 4"' 1S weU defined, since ^#° is a finite-

niaiuiiai   iiiiULi t   a^/aw   an va   nniv-t    lui    n/vvu     u ,     tx/|

ir functional on ^° . Let 4"' be the operator fr<

that

dimensional Hubert space and hence for fixed v, J¡Cn'(v, •) is a bounded
(«'
ilinear functional on ^#°. Let A[n) be the operator from jf° into ^#° such

(3.27) A^=A0n) + A\n).

It follows from (3.21), (3.22), and (3.26) that

(3.28) amiD(-Ah) < A0n) = [A0n)]* < <w(-AA),

where the inequalities are to be understood with respect to the inner product

(•, •)& in Jf®. Moreover, by (3.23),

(3.29) KxAh < 4B) - 4""1' < Kx(-Ah).

Further, (3.27), (3.20), (3.26), and then (3.24) imply that

\\A[n)v\\2?=tfx(v,A\n)v) < CÔ(-Ahv,v)xJ2\\A\n)vy,

from which it follows that

(3.30) \\A\n)v\\l < Cô2(-Ahv ,v)s,       v£ J?ü.

Using (3.16) and (3.28), we also easily verify that

(3.31) B>E + ^A0"\

Therefore, (3.27)-(3.31) imply that all assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied

for H = JK® with Ao = -Ah , £o = «min > ¿i = K, £2 = Cô2, £3 = 1. Hence,
(3.17) follows from (2.6), (3.25), (3.28), (3.18), and the inequality (see (2.7)
and (2.8) in [25])

(3.32) C\\v\\2HÍ(Cl)<(-Ahv,v)z.   D

Using the bound on the truncation error and the stability result, we prove the

following convergence theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Assume that a¡, b¡, i = X ,2, and c satisfy the assumptions of

Lemma 3.2 and that the solution u of ( X. X ) satisfies the assumptions of Lemma

3.1. Let X satisfy (3.16), and let unh£j(, n = X, ... , J, be solutions of (3.1 ),

where u^h£ji and w¿|oq, n = X, ... , J, are given by (3.2), (3.3), respectively.

Then

max IK - "aII//'(") - ^ \ T[llMllc°.o.2(£) + Ilullc2-°.'(ß) + IMIc^-'tô^

+ h3
du

dt + llMllc([0,7-],//5(£i))
c([o,r],//3(íi))
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Proof A standard approximation result for piecewise Hermite bicubic interpo-
lation (see, for example, [5]) gives

(3.33) ooKy """ ~ "irllff'fß) - Ch llullc(to,r],//"(«))•

Let v" = u"h-u%,, n = 0,... ,7. Then v" £ J?°, v° = 0, and (1.1), (3.1),
and (3.7) show that v" satisfies (3.15) with wn(¿¡) = T¡¡(í) . Hence the required

error bound follows from (3.8), (3.17), (3.33) and the triangle inequality.   D

3.2. ADI Euler scheme. Perturbing the LM Euler scheme (3.1) by an appropri-

ate term that is first-order accurate in time, we obtain the ADI Euler scheme,

in which the approximate solution unh £ JÍ, n = X, ... , M, is such that, for
n = 0, ... , 7- 1,

(3.34)

1 - xXA + x2X2
dx2dy

4    \ u

dy~2)~

n+l      ,.n
h * + Lnunh (í) = /(í,ín),     íe

As in the LM Euler scheme, vc\£JK and Mjjlan , w = 1, ... , 7, are assumed
to be given.

The truncation error T¡¡(ci) of (3.34) is defined by

(3.35)

94
7î(f) = m-1 - xXA + x2X2

dx2dy2

M q& M aw

+ Ln(un-unßt) (Í).

The following lemma is a counterpart of Lemma 3.1.

Lemma 3.3. Assume ai, b¡, i = X, 2, and c satisfy the assumptions of Lemma

3.1. If u £ C([0, T], //6(Q)) n C2>°<X(Q) n C°>2'X(Q) n C°-°>2(ß) and
du/dt £ C([0, T],H\Çl)), then

j-i

^Ellr«lll^CiT2[ll"llcO.O,2(ü)
n=0 I

(3.36)

+ h6
du

+ A (||w||C2,o,i(72) + INIco,2,i(e-)) + ^ llMllc([0,r],//6(a))]
2

+ (X+X )\\u\\ct[o,T],HS(a))
C([0,T],H*(n))

Proof Employing the approach used in the proof of Lemma 4.2 in [2], we can

show that

dt

(3.37)
d\u" - u%)

dx2dy2
< C||W"||//6(CÍ).

%

The triangle inequality and the Sobolev embedding theorem yield

lo4«1-««);
< C||m|

dx2dy2

and hence (3.36) follows easily from (3.8).   D

C([0,T],H6(CI)) .
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Next we show that for X sufficiently large, the ADI Euler scheme (3.34) is

unconditionally stable with respect to the initial condition and the right-hand

side.

Lemma 3.4. Assume a¡, b,¡, i = X ,2, and c satisfy the assumptions of Lemma

3.2. // v" , w" £ JTQ are such that, for n = 0, 1, ... , 7 - 1,

(3.38)
«4      \  1!n+l _ vn

X-xXA + x2X2-ö^-2)-;-+ W(f ) = «;»«[),      t£&,

where X satisfies (3.16), then (3.17) obtains.

Proof. Let L£, AA be the operators from Jt° into Jf° given by (3.18), and

let Dxx , D^y be the operators from Jf^ into Jt° defined by

(3.39)        (/)»(£) = 0(¿),      (/>>)(£) = 0(£),      íe^.

Taking v(x, y) = Vx(x)v2(y), v¡ £ Jt¡°, i = X, 2, we easily verify that

(DxxDhyyv)(i) = -^2~(c;),      c*£$,      v£jt\

Therefore, the operator form of (3.38) is given by (2.1), where

A = Lnh ,      B = E- xXAh + x2X2DhxxDhyy.

It is easy to show that Dxx = [Dxx]* < 0, Dhyy = \Dhyy\* < 0 with respect

to (•, -)ff , and that DhxxDhyy = DhyyDhxx . Thus DhxxDhyy > 0, and hence (3.17)

follows from Theorem 2.1, using (3.27)-(3.32).   d

Combining the truncation error and stability results, we arrive at the following

convergence result for the ADI Euler scheme.

Theorem 3.2. Assume that a,■■, b,,  i = 1, 2, and c satisfy the assumptions of

Lemma 3.2 and that the solution u of (1.1) satisfies the assumptions of Lemma

3.3. Let X satisfy (3.16), and let unh £ JÜ,  n = X, ... , J,  be solutions of

(3.34), where u°h £ J? and u"h\aci, n = X, ... , J, are given by (3.2), (3.3),
respectively. Then

0<S<;"U"~"*"if'(O)-C    T[IMIco.o.2(g)+ IMIc2.°.'(G)

+ h

+ II Mll c0-2- 1<Q> + llMllc([0,r],//6(O))]

du\
dt + llMllc([o,r],//5(ii))

C{[0,T],H3{Cl))

Proof. The proof of the theorem is similar to that of Theorem 3.1 and follows

from (3.36), (3.17) and (3.33).   □

3.3. ADI Crank-Nicolson scheme. In this subsection, we consider a second-

order in time two-level ADI scheme for the solution of ( 1.1 ) with L = L\ + L2,
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where

(3.40) Lxu
d   (   . xdu 9  (   . ,du

^^-dy-V^'^^dy-

Let Lf and L"+l/2 , i = X, 2, be differential operators given by (3.40) with t =
t„ and t = tn+x/2 = (n + X/2)x, respectively. The ADI Crank-Nicolson scheme

consists of finding unh£Ji, n = X, ... , 7, such that for n = 0, ... , 7 - 1,

,."+1/2      ,.n
Hh_^A    ■   r«+1/2/1+1/2       jn,.«
-——+-h      uh       +^2uh (t) = f(Z,tn+l/2),    íe^,

(3.41)   r
-1      „»+1/2

fl+1/2   rt+1/2       r «+1 ..n+1

0.5t
Ä-+ Lnl+i/2unh+l/1 + L"2+xu (t) = f(Z,tn+l/2),   t£&,

where «^ e ^#, w"|an , « = 1,... , 7,  are assumed to be given, and where

for each peS,, we have u"h+l/2(-, <^) e ^ and

,»+1/2

(3.42)
u"h+i"(a,Çy) = [(l/2)(u™ +u»h)

+ (x/4)(L"2+xu»h+x -L"2u"h)](a,c;y),        a = 0, 1.

Our convergence analysis of the scheme (3.41) follows that of [26] for the fi-

nite difference ADI Crank-Nicolson method. For £, £ W, the truncation errors

T£ X(Ç) and T£ 2(c;), corresponding respectively to the first and second equa-

tions in (3.41), are defined by

7?,i(i) =

(3.43)

du\n+x'2     un^2-u"q

n) 0.5t

+ (L"+X/2 + L"+1/2)M"+'/2 _ L"+'/2M»+./2 _ Ln„
2"%' (Í),

Tun,i(0 =

(3.44)

du\

dt)

«+1/2       ..n+l _ ..»+1/2
14   Qi ' ¿4   !»•-

0.5t

+ (L?+1/2 + L"+1/2)M"+'/2 - L"+1/2W"+1/2 - I»+,wl+ (Í),

where «"p, is the piecewise Hermite bicubic interpolant of «(•, i„). For each

ty€&y, we define u"^x/2(-, &) £ J?x by (cf. (3.42))

(3.45)       un¿l/2(x, c7) = [(X/2)(upx + m» + (r/4)(z"+1 - z")](x, ?),
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where zn (>,£?) £ JKX is the piecewise cubic approximation to L"u"(- ,c¡y) such

that

(3.46)

zn(a,t7) = Ln2uns,(a,c7), a = 0,1,

zn(xk,t\y)^Ln2un(xk,t7),        k=X,... ,NX-X,

f)7n di"un
a—(xk,c:y) = -±r(xk,c:y),     k = o,... ,nx.

The following lemma gives a bound on the discrete norm of the truncation

errors T" t and 7¡" 2 .

L«mma3.5. Assume ax £ CX^(Q) and a2eC°'l>2(Q)nC2'l>l(Q). If u_£

C([0,r],//5(Q)) n c2-2>x(Q) n c2-°>2(ß) n c°-2-2(ß) n c°>°<3(ß),

L2u   £   C5'°'°(Q),   du/dt£C([0,T],H\Q)),  and  d6u(a, -, -)/dy5dt   £
C([0, l]x[0, T]),   q = 0, 1,  then

(3.47)
j-i

tE[II^,iIII + II^,2II|]
n=0

<  C < X   [||W||C2,2,1(Q) + II "IIC2,0.2(g) + llMllC0,2,2(!2) + llMllcO.O,3(Q)]

+ h6 llMNC([0,r],//5(£i)) + ll-^2W|lC5,0.0(g) +

d5+ku

du

dt

+      max
a=0,l,fc=0,l dy5dtk

(<*,-,-)

C([0,7-],//3(Q))

2

C([0,l]x[0,r]) )

Proof It follows from (3.43)-(3.45) that

7£i(£) = /¿(Í) + /2(0 + /„3(0 - (t/4)/„5(0,

r» 2(i) = /¿(i) + m) + ifà) - (t/4)/„5(£) ,

where

n+l/2 /»+1 _ ,/»

4«?)= (§7)       (O-^-^K),

/2(i) = LÏ+x/2u"+x/2(0 - (l/2)L;+1/2[My' + M>](i),

ll(Q = Ln2+x/2u"+x'2(0 - L"2u"^) - (l/2)(z"+1 - !")({),

Z„4(£) = Ln2+l/2un+i'2(Ç) - L"2+Xupx(i) + (X/2)(zn+x - z")(£),

I5n(i) = Lni+l/2(z"+x-z")(0,

and where z"(-, ¿¡y) £ J£x is defined in (3.46). By Taylor's theorem,
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and hence (3.13) and the triangle inequality give

(3.48)

Since

\Iln\\l<C T4||«l|2co,„.3(ë) + /2Î
du

dt C([0,r],//3(í2))

I2n(Q = Ll+x/2u"+x^) - (1/2)L?+1/V+1 + m»)(í)

+ (l/2)Lj,+I/V+l - u"¿x +un- t£)({),

using Taylor's theorem and (3.9), we obtain

(3.49)

Clearly,

where

l'2ll! < c T4lljyll2 4- /j6llwll2
1 llMllC2,0.2(g)        ll"Hc([o,r],//5(fi))

/3(0 = 7^) + 72(£) - (l/2)7„3(£) + (l/2)7„3+1,

JX(Q = L"2+x/2u"+x/2(0 - (X/2)[L"2+Xun+X+L"2unm,

Jfâ) = Ln2un(i) - I»u«r{Z),        7„3(0 = Lïu»(t) - z*(í).

Using Taylor's theorem and (3.9), we obtain

|7„'(£)| < Ct2||M||c0,2,2(ü),        |7„2(0| < CA3||M||C([o>71,tf5(n)).

For £ = (£*, S?), where t\x £ \xx, xNx_x], using (2.17) of [5] with m = 2,

p = 3, and q = r = oo , we find that

|7„3(£)| < CÄ3||L2M||C3,„,„(Ü).

To bound 7„3(<^) for ¿¡x g [xx, Xnx-x], we use the following result, which

follows from (9.4) and (9.5) of [19] with r = 3, p = X and a = 2 : if
v £ C5[0, X] and v& £ Jix is its piecewise Hermite cubic interpolant, then

(3.50) |(v-^)"(^)|<CÄ3|K5)||C[o,i],       «*€&.

Now, if t\x £ [0, Xx] U [xNx-x, 1], using (3.50), we can show that

Id5«.
\m)\ < ch3 \\L2u\ c«1(ö)+™0ax,

dy
5(<x, -, •)

C([0,i]x[o,r])

Similar considerations apply also to /4(£). Therefore, for 2 = 3,4,

(3.51)

lMHc([0,71,//5(n)) + ll^2W|lC3,o,o\In\\l<Clx4\\u\\2cw(=) + h6

+ max
a=0,l

dht
dy

5\Ot,-,')

(Q)

C([o,i]x[o,r])J

Clearly,

I5„(i) = J¿(i) + Jfá)-J*(Í),
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where

jfâ) = LÏ+l/2[L»+iu"+l-L»2u»](t),

7„5(£) = L?+1/2[LX - z-]({),      7„6(0 = L¡+l/2[Ln2+xun+i - z"+1](ç).

It follows easily from Taylor's theorem that

|7„4(¿)|<Ct|M|c2,2,,(5).

For £ = (¿;x, ¿¡y) with <!;* £ [Xx, xNx-x], using (3.50), we obtain

|7„5(0|,|7„6(^)|<CÄ3||L2M||C5,0.0(S).

If £* £ [0, xi] U [x^_i, 1], then by (2.5) of [19] it can be shown that

d6u
|7„6(¿)-7„5(¿)|<C

Therefore,

/j.3||L2m||C5,o,o(ö) + flr max
a=0,l dy5dt

(a,-,-)
C([0,i]x[o,r])J

ln\\&

(3.52)
{■

\I5Jl<Clh6\\L2u\\2cyo

+ x< lMllc^.l(n) + (m0ax1
d6u

dy5dt
(a, -,

Finally, (3.47) follows from (3.48)-(3.52).   □

The next lemma shows that, for h sufficiently small, the scheme (3.41) is

stable with respect to the initial condition and the right-hand side.

Lemma 3.6. Assume that ax and a2 satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 3.2. Let

vn ,w\ ,w2£ J?° be such that, for n = 0, ... ,7-1,

(3.53)

'    Q~V   + ¿"+1/V+1/2 + L\v* (í) = <(í). ÍG^,

?i»+l _ ii»+l/2
V "-+ Ll+Xl2vn+X'2 + L2"+V+1 (Í)=W2"(Í), t£&:

where, for each Çy £ 2ry , one has vn+xl2(-, £?) £ Jl%. Then, for h sufficiently

small,

max
o<«<y

(3.54)

lii"ll2\v IIlï(O) ' - ¿_¿ :
k=l i=l

dv"(,x

LHO.l)

<c
J-\

;i + o.5ti>°|||. + tx- £(|K||| + Kill)
n=0
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(3.55)

Proof. It follows from (3.53) and the triangle inequality that

(1 + 0.5xL"l+x/2)vn+xl2y < ||(1 - 0.5xL»)v»\y + 0.5T\\w?y,

(1 + 0.5tL;+1)vb+1||^ < 11(1 -0.5rLl+l,2)vn+i''2y + 0.5r\\w^y.

If h is sufficiently small, then inequality (4.14) of [2] implies that

(3.56)     (Ll+l,2v,v)9>0,   v£jf%,      (Ln2v,v)$>0,   v£jfü.

Since

-n+1/2-. ■11+1/2,;i ± 0.5tL?+">||| = \\vy ± t(L™"v , v)s + Jn "+l/2„l|2
V % '

the first inequality in (3.56) gives

(3.57) ||(1-0.5TL^+l/2)v||g>< ||(1+0.5tL^+1/2)v||^,      veJt?.

By a similar argument,

(3.58) ||(1-0.5rL3)i;||y< ||(1+0.5TL5)u||y,      v £ J?°.

Hence, (3.55), (3.57), and (3.58) yield

||(1 + 0.5xL"2+x)v"+xy < ||(1 + 0.5xL"2)v"y + 0.5T(||wf||, + ||i02l,),

and therefore, for n = 0, ... , 7,

(3.59)

||(1 +0.5xL"2)v"y < ||(1 +0.5rl^)vvy

j-i

+ 0.5t£(|K«||, + |K||,).
n=0

For h sufficiently small, (2.6) of [25], (4.14) of [2], and (3.2) of [19] give

||(1+0.5tL2>1!

(3.60)
>C ,»l|2

"¿2(0) +<£?£

dv"

¿2(0,1)

Hence, (3.54) follows from (3.59) and (3.60).   D

Finally we arrive at the following convergence result.

Theorem 3.3. Assume that ax, a2 satisfy the assumptions of Lemmas 3.5 and

3.6. Let u be the solution of (1.1) satisfying the assumptions of Lemma 3.5.

Let unh£Ji, n = X,... , J, be solutions of (3.41), where u\£j[ and u"h\dçi,
n = X, ... , 7, are given by (3.2) and (3.3), respectively. Then, for h sufficiently
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small,

max
0<n</

N,

I""  -"ulk«!)
hi

k=l 1=1

d("" ""*),«

öy «S.i.O
¿2(0,1)

1/2

<  C  <  X   [||M||C2, 2.1(g) + ||W|lc2,0,2(Q) + |lMllc0.2.2(Q) + ||W|| £0.0,3(Q)]

+ A3 \u\\c([0,T],Hs(Q)) + l|L2W||C5,o

+      max
a=0,l,fc=0,l

d

°(Q)

5+k,

du

dt

dy5dtk
[a,

C([0,r],//3(£i))

C([0,l]x[0,7-])

Proof Let v" = u\ - u%,, n = 0, ... , 7, and let v"+x'2 = u"h+y2 - u"^'2, n =

0, ... , 7 - 1, where un^l/2 is defined by (3.45). Then (1.1) and (3.41) imply

that vn, vn+xl2 satisfy (3.53) with «;»(£) = T¡A{C) and w$(Ç) = 7£2(£),

where T£x(c]) and 7^2(£) are given by (3.43) and (3.44), respectively. Clearly,

u" € ,#°, v° = 0, and v"+x/2(-, c¡y) £ Jf^. Hence the required inequality

follows from (3.54), (3.47), (3.33) and the triangle inequality.   D

Theorem 3.3 shows that the ADI Crank-Nicolson orthogonal spline collo-

cation approximation u\ converges to the exact solution u" with accuracy

0(t2 + A3) in a norm that is stronger than the L2(Q)-norm but weaker than

the //1(Q)-norm.

4. Three-level schemes

In this section, we present and analyze three three-level piecewise Hermite

bicubic orthogonal spline collocation schemes for the approximate solution of

the parabolic problem (1.1).

4.1. Laplace-modified method. In the orthogonal spline collocation LM method

which is a counterpart of the finite element Galerkin LM method of [18],

the approximate solution unh £ J?, n = 2, 3, ... , J, is such that for n =

X,... ,7-1,

(4.1)

2x

,     u"+1 - 2ul + u"-x
T2M_*-ft-r    h      + Lnun (i) = m,t„),        i€&,

where u°h,uxh£^ and w"|an, n = 2, ... , 7 , are assumed to be given.

As in the case of the two-level schemes, we use the piecewise Hermite bicubic

interpolant of the exact solution as the comparison function. Hence, for n =

X, ... ,7-1 and ¿\ £ &, the truncation error T¡}(c¡) of (4.1) is defined by

(4.2)

7?(í) =
du

~di

,n+l ,n-l

2x
-=^ + x2XA

W ça? Z.U a?? ~\~ 14. off
%■ + Ln(un -u%,) (Í).
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A bound on the discrete norm of the truncation error is given in the following
lemma.

Lemma 4.1. Assume that a¡, b¡,  i = 1,2, and c_ satisfy the assumptions of

Lemma 3.1.  If u £ C([0, T], //5(Q)) n C2>°'2(ß) n C°-2'2(ß) n C°>°>3(ß)
and du/dt £ C([0, T],H3(Cl)), then

(4.3)

T¿rai<c(t4[i|M| C«. ".'(g)

2

^+X2(\\u\ C2.°.2(C)™ + \\u\
CO. 2.2(ß) )]

+ /î6
du

dt C([0,r],í/3(n))
+ (!+/. )l|w|lc([o,r],//5(£î))

Proof. By Taylor's theorem,

'duV...     un+x-un~x,^       x2d3u,z   .    .

and

A(M"+1-2M" + M"-1)(^) = t2^^(í,7í,„),

where ¿„_i <t^„, tin < t„+x. Hence, (4.3) follows from the triangle inequality

and arguments similar to those used in the proof of Lemma 3.1.   d

Next we show that if X is sufficiently large, then the LM scheme (4.1) is

unconditionally stable with respect to the initial condition and the right-hand
side.

Lemma 4.2. Assume a¡, b,■, i = X, 2, and c satisfy the assumptions of Lemma
3.2. Let v" ,wn £ JÍ® be such that, for n = X, ... , 7 - 1,

(4.4)
airt+l   _ 71»— 1 ,n+l

It
X2XA-

-2v" + Vn-l
+ Lnvr¡ (Ç) = W"(C:),        Ç£&,

where

(4.5) X > amax/4.

Then there exists a positive constant M, independent of h and x, such that

(4.6)   m3i\\v%1{ri)<M
0<n<J

J-l

(-Av°, v0)? + (-Avl, vxh + t£ IKIll
n=0

Proof Let Lnh and Ah be the operators from Ji° into ^#° defined in (3.18).

Then the operator form of (4.4) is given by (2.13), where

A{n) = Lnh,      B = E,      R = -XAh.

It follows from (3.27)—(3.31) and (4.5) that all the assumptions of Theorem

2.2 are satisfied for H = Jt®, with A0 = -Ah, fio = um¡n, £i =

Kma\(a~xn, [4/1 - amax]_1), £2 = Co2, where S is defined in (3.25), £3=1,

e4 = 4A/amax - 1. Therefore, (4.6) follows from (2.19) and (3.32).   d
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The truncation error and stability results yield the following convergence

theorem.

Theorem 4.1. Assume that a¡, b,■, i = X ,2, and c satisfy the assumptions of

Lemma 3.2 and that the solution u of (1.1) satisfies the assumptions of Lemma

4.1. Let X satisfy (4.5), and let unh £ JÍ, n = 2,...,J-X,be solutions of

(4.1), where u\£j? and w"|an, n = X, ... , 7, are given by (3.2) and (3.3),

respectively. Then

o^n<j """ ~ "aHw'(£í) ̂ C \ i-A(ui - Mir) ,u\-u
1   ^1/2
■or) so<

(4-7) + T¿[||M||c„,o,3(g) + ||W||C2,0.2(g) + H"HC°. 2.2(C)]

\du
+ /2J

dt + llMllc([o,r],//5(Q))
C{[0,T],IP(Q))

Proof Let vn = u\ - u%,, n = 0, ... , 7. Then vn e Jt°, v° = 0, and

(1.1), (4.1) imply that the vn satisfy (4.4) with «)•({) = 7£(£), where r;({) is
defined by (4.2). Hence the required inequality follows from (4.3) and (4.6).   D

We now explain how uxh£Ji can be selected, and we also bound the term

(4.8) (-A(uxh-uxx),uxh-uxr)f,

which appears on the right-hand side of (4.7). For the first choice of u\ , we

assume that the differential equation in ( 1.1 ) is satisfied for t = 0. Then, using

Taylor's theorem, we obtain

ux(x,y) = z(x,y) + 0(x2),

where

z(x ,y) = gx(x,y) + x[f(x ,y,0)- L°gx (x, y)].

As stated in Theorem 4.1, uxh\dci is given by (3.3) with n = X . To complete

the definition of u\ , we also require that

(4.9)

d'+dx%yJZ){Xk'y,)=z0'   /'-/ = 0'1'      l<k<Nx~U    l<l<Ny-X,

(xk,a) = 0,    1 = 0,1,    X<k<Nx-X,   a = 0,1,
dM{u\-z)

dx'dy

7\a,y,) = 0,   ; = 0,1,    X < I < Ny - X,   a = 0,1,
dl+j(uxh-z)

dxdyJ

^^(«,« = 0,   .,,.0.1.

If z& is the piecewise Hermite bicubic interpolant of z , then it is easy to see

that u\ = z%? on all interior partition cells, that is, cells [xk_x, xk, y¡_x > y¡]

which do not have common points with d£l. (The choice u\ = z^ on fi

would lead, in general, to u\-ux^ ^ 0 on dO., which would prevent us from
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using Lemma 4.2 in the proof of Theorem 4.1.) To bound (4.8), we use the

obvious identity

(4.10) v =. uXh - uxjr = vx -v2-V} + v4,

where

vx=ux-u\r,     v2 = z-zjr,     v3 = ux-z,     vA = uxh~z^.

Let &* be the set of all Gauss points in & which are not in the interior

partition cells. Assuming that u and z are sufficiently smooth, using (3.9),
Taylor's theorem and Theorem 5 of [5], we can show that

\\Avxy,  \\Av2y<Ch\        ||Aî;3|br<CT2,

\Av4(¿:)\<Cx2h-2,       t£$\

(4.12) |«i(i)|, |«2(í)l <Ch\   Ze&,      |«3(í)l. I«4(Í)|<Ct2,   ï£&.

Therefore, it follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that

3      4

\{Av,v)3\<Y,H^vàAvj\\3 + h2 Y, \Av4(i)\\v(c:)\<C(x4h-x+h6),
i=i j=i ie3*

and hence

(4.13) (-A(u\ - 40, u\ - uxr)f < C(x2h-x/2 + h3).

It should be noted that if (d2u/dt2)(x, y, t) = 0 for (x,y) £dQ, which for
example, occurs when g2 is independent of t, then h~xl2 does not appear in

(4.13).
Another way of choosing u\ € J?, where «¿|an  is given as before, is to

perform one step of the Crank-Nicolson scheme,

(4.14) ±-A+l-(Lxuxh+L»ul) (Í)=\[f(í,tx)+M,t0)],      t£&.

Obviously, computing u\ in this case requires the solution of one elliptic or-

thogonal spline collocation problem. To bound (4.8), we set vn = u\ - u%,,

« = 0,1. Then v° = 0, vx £J?0, and (1.1), (4.14) yield

(4.15) [(2E + xA^)vx](cl) = 2xw(c:),        Çe&,

where A^ = L\ is an operator from Jf® into ^#° defined by (3.18) with

n = X, and w £ *#° is given by

w«) = 5E i^jY^- ît^âl(« + 5¿L"(«" -«W«), Í €*.
n=0 ^       ' n=0
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If m is sufficiently smooth, then it is easy to show that

(4.16) \\wy<C(x2 + h3).

Now, using (3.27) with n = 1 in (4.15), and then taking the inner product

(•, •)$ of both sides with vx, we obtain

(4.17) 2|K||| + t(4 V ,vxh = 2x(w ,vx)%- t(4 V ,vl)9.

Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the inequality

aß < (3/&)xa2 + (2/3)x~xß2 ,

and (3.30), we obtain

(4.18)

2x(w,vxh-x(A\X)vx,vx)3

< 2\\v% + ^t2|Ml! + \cô2x2(-Ahvx, vl)s

Thus, it follows from (4.17), (4.18), (3.28), and (4.16) that for x sufficiently
small,

(-A(uxh - uxr), u\ - uxr)f < Ct'/2|M|^ < Ct'/2(t2 + Ä3).

4.2. ADI methods. In this subsection, we present two three-level ADI schemes

which are obtained by perturbing the LM scheme (4.1). The schemes of this

section are orthogonal spline collocation counterparts of the corresponding finite

element Galerkin schemes proposed in [15, 18]. In the first three-level ADI

method, the approximate solution unh£jf, n = 2, 3, ... ,7,  satisfies

1 + 4x2X2
dA

dx2dy2 2x

(4.19) ,     «"+' -2u" + unu-x
- x2XA-à-*       *     + Lnul (í) = /«.í-),

íeS?, n=X, ... ,7-1,

where u°h , u\ e J? and «JJIan > n = X, ... , 7 , are assumed to be given.

For n = X, ... ,7-1 and t\ £ "&, the truncation error T{¡(£) of the scheme

(4.19) is defined by

7?(í) =

(4.20)

9UY       (t       a   2,2       94
Tt) -y+AzXdxW2

u"+' -u n-l
ßr°

+ x2XA-^-
14 q& ¿.14, Op?   ~\~   14 qp?

2x

+ Ln(un (Í).

Lemma 4.3. Assume that a¡, b¡,  i = 1,2, and c satisfy the assumptions of

Lemma 3.1.   If u £ C([0, 71, //5(Q)) n C2'°-2(ß) n C°-2-2(ß) n C°-°-3(ß)
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and du/dt £ C([0, T], //6(ß)), then

j-i <

n=l

(4.21)

II""2C°.0.3(0)

+^   GIMllc2.0,2(0)+  llMllcO,2,2(0)) + ^
du

dt c([o,r],//6(í2))

+ /z6
<9«

dt + (X +X )IMIc([0,7"],//5(i2))
lc([o,r],//3(n))

Proo/ Since du^/dt = (du/dt)^ , following (3.13) and using (3.37), we obtain

d4 14 ç»> 14 qp7 d4

dx2dy2 \       2x       j     dx2dy2

x r{n+x)x   d4   d

un+x -u"~x

2x

(4.22)
¿/L~ J(n-l)r

J      r{n+l)z

~ 2x Ji„-x)x(»-1)1

2

dx2dy2 dt

d4

{il* - «)(•, s)ds

3

dx2dy2

du

dt

du

dt
,s) ds

3

<c \du
fl tu

.. °l \\C([0,T],HHC1))

By a similar argument and the Sobolev embedding theorem,

(4.23)
dx2dy2

fun+x-u"-x\    _   _t_ r(n+[>

V       2t       J &       2x Jin-x)x

X    fin+x)T     d4     du

dx2dy2~dl
(-,s)ds

1     r(n+\)z

2l J(n-l)x

a4   du

dx2dy2 dt (•»■»)

(n-l)t

2

ds<C
du

dt C([o,r],//6(fi))

Hence, the triangle inequality, (4.22) and (4.23) give

(4.24)
d4

2fli,2dx2dy

14 qar 14 ■■>,•
¿*7_¿ft

2x
<C

du

dt
C([0,T],H6(ii))

Inequality (4.21) now follows from (4.3) and (4.24).   □

The convergence result for the scheme (4.19) is given in the following theo-

rem.

Theorem 4.2. Assume that a¡, b,, i = X, 2, and c satisfy the assumptions of

Lemma 3.2 and that the solution u of (X.X) satisfies the assumptions of Lemma

4.3. Let X satisfy (4.5), and let unh £ -#, n = 2, ... , J - X, be the solution

of (4.19), where u\\ £ Jf and unh\dçi, n = X, ... , 7,  are given by (3.2) and
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(3.3), respectively. Then

0<n<J
lh\\W(íi)

1  \l/2< c \ (-A(uxh - «V), K - w^y

+ t< MlC0,0,3(0) ~*~ ""He2.0,2(0) + llMllc0.2,2(O) +
du

+ h4
du

dt

dt "C(10,T\,H*(II))ê

' \\u\\c([0,T],Hs{Q))
\C([0,T],HHSi))

Proof Let L", Ah and D*x, D^ be the operators from ^#° into ^#° defined

in (3.18) and (3.39), respectively. Let wn e J?° be such that wn(Ç) = T¡J(ct),

Ç £ &, where 7/„"(f) is given by (4.20). Then (1.1) and (4.19) imply that the
vn = unh-u%,£ Jf° satisfy (2.13) with

AW = Lnh,      B = E + 4x2X2DhxxDhvv, R -XAh

Since DxxDyy > 0 (see the proof of Lemma 3.4), it follows from the results

established in the proof of Lemma 4.2 that all assumptions of Theorem 2.2 are
satisfied. Therefore, the desired inequality is a consequence of (2.19), (4.21)

and (3.32).   D

As in the three-level LM method, u\ can be selected again in one of the two
ways which are described at the end of §4.1.

In the second three-level ADI scheme, the approximate solution unh £ Jf,

n = 2, 3, ... , J, satisfies

,n+l ,»-1

2t

(4.25) -( x2XA - 2xiX2
d4

dx2dy7

unh+x - 2w" + u"-x     rn „
ft_n_n       _i_  rn..n

-=-\- L,   Uh K)

At,tn),      t\£%,    n=X, 1,

where u°h , u\ , and unh\dci, n = 2, ... , 7, are assumed to be given.

The truncation error T¡¡(£,),   n = X, ... , J - X,   Ç £ S?,  of the scheme

(4.25) is defined by

TW) =

(4.26)

du\"    u"^x-un^x

dt)

d4

2x V dx2dy2)

u"+i _ 2m"   + un~x
• ^- Uf + "**   + Ln(un - unr) (Í).

Lemma 4.4. Assume a¡,b¡,  i = 1,2,  c, and u satisfy the assumptions of

Lemma 4.3. Then 7j" given by (4.26) satisfies (4.21).
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Proof Writing un^x - 2un%, + unr '  as (un^x - unr) - (u^ - u"jrx) and using

arguments similar to those in (4.22)-(4.24), we can easily show that

(4.27)
14 c»» Z.H cat»   ~\~   14 q&

dx2dy2
<c

3

du

dt C([0,r],#6(Q))

Hence, inequality (4.21) follows from (4.3) and (4.27).   D

The convergence result for the scheme (4.25) is given in the following theo-

rem.

Theorem 4.3. Assume that a¡, b¡, i = X, 2, c, u, and X satisfy the assump-

tions of Theorem 4.2. Let u\£J[, n = 2, ... , J - X, be solutions of (4.25),

where u°h £ JÍ and unh |#n, n = X,
spectively. Then

J,  are given by (3.2) and (3.3), re-

max |K-«Á'||//.(£i)
\)<n<J

,i ww<CU-A(uxh-uxr),(uXh-ux^))x¿

d2 , ,     , ,   d2
+ T

+ X¿

dx2(uh-u¿r), Q^iK-Ujr)

1/2

3

MlCO,0,3(0) "*" HMl'c2.0,2(0) "*" llMl'c0.2.2(C) "*"
du

dt

+ Ä3
du

dt

C([0,T],HHSI))

■ IMIc([0,r],//5(fi))
lc([0,r],//3(n))

Proof. The proof of the desired inequality follows from the results established

in the proofs of Lemmas 4.2, 3.4, Lemma 4.4, and Theorem 2.2 applied to

(2.13) with the operators

AW =Lnh,      B = E,      R = -XAh + 2xX2DhxxDhyy.   D

As in three-level LM method, uxh can be chosen as in (4.9), so that if u and z

are sufficiently smooth, then (4.13) is satisfied. Moreover, using (4.10)—(4.12),

we can also show that

'd2(uxh - ux%,)   d2(u\ - ujf,)

dx2        ' ~

1/2

dy2
<C(T3/T3/2 + A3).

It should be pointed out again that if (d2u/dt2)(x,y,t) = 0 for (x,y)£d£l,

which is the case when g2 is independent of t, then h~3/2 does not appear in

the last inequality.
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